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About This Software

MasterpieceVR is the easiest, most natural way to quickly create 3D content. Sculpt and draw using intuitive dynamic tools that
let you easily create high quality models for use in games, animation, digital art, VFX, industrial design and 3D printing.

Immerse yourself - create collaboratively with colleagues, friends, or teach others in real time in the same virtual space. Perform
and engage with others using advanced Mixed Reality and room camera features.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR

CORE FEATURES:

Clay & Mesh Creation - Create with Intuitive & Powerful Tools

Clay Sculpting
Shape your creativity with intuitive and powerful clay sculpting tools. Create organic characters, creatures, and scenes with ease.

Ribbons & Meshes
Add detail, hard surfaces and effects to your creations with ribbons and meshes.

Grid & Guide Tools - Create with Precision

Grid
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Turn on the Grid and snap your tools to precise points in space.

Angles
Angle Snapping controls the precise orientation of your tool in space.

Guides
Use Point, Line and Plane Guides to add precision to your sculpting.

Gizmo
Change the shape of the basic Sculpting Meshes (Cube, Sphere, Cylinder, Pyramid, Cone and Torus) with the Gizmo for even

more modeling power.

Remix your Workflow - Explore New Creative Possibilities

Exporting
Export your creations as OBJ, STL, FBX, GLTF. You can render them in other 3D programs, or 3D print them.

Importing
Fill your virtual creative space with inspiration. Import browsers, images, videos, and 3D models as references or as part of your

creation.

Convert to Mesh
Convert parts of your sculpted creations into meshes that act as independent object, allowing you to reach new levels of detail

and complexity.

Rasterization
Rasterize imported meshes and edit them with our powerful clay sculpting tools.

3D Library Integration
Our Google Poly and Sketchfab integration allows you to browse for models from these libraries and import them as references,

or to Remix with our Clay Editing tools.

Stamps for Kitbashing
Use Stamps from our Featured Stamp library and build amazing, complex creations with ease. You can also create your own

stamp library using our sculpting tools and our Save Stamp feature or download 3D kitbash sets online and expand your
kitbashing possibilities.

Social - Share Your Creations in Multiple Ways

Collaborate with Friends in the Same Virtual Space
You can create collaboratively with friends or colleagues or teach others in real time in the same virtual space with our

networking feature.

View Mode
Share your work with your friends by taking pictures and videos in View Mode. Our lighting studio brings your model to life

with Shadows. Ambient Occlusion, Bloom and up to 3 directional lights.

Sketchfab Integration
Our Sketchfab integration lets you save your models directly to your Sketchfab account.

Streaming
Set up a streaming studio with multiple cameras and make your creation videos for Twitch, Facebook or Youtube more dynamic

and interesting.

Mixed Reality
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MasterpieceVR is the most full-featured creative app for mixed reality performance available. Our Mixed Reality capabilities
allow you to demonstrate your work in fun and engaging ways. Learn about our Mixed Reality features and how to set it up here:

https://www.masterpiecevr.com/blog/mixedreality
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Title: MasterpieceVR
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education
Developer:
MasterpieceVR
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10, 64bit

Processor: CPU: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A

Additional Notes: Windows 7 does not currently support the DirectX 11.1 features required for MasterpieceVR.

English
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This isn't a big game, nor an especially detailed nor long game.

What it is, is Charming.

There's no real challenge, no real peril and you would have to try very hard to even fail, but it's relaxing, the music is wonderful
and the tone just feels right for when you don't want to put that much effort in to your gaming.

Could stand to gain some configuability, especially in regards to control schemes, but overall a game you can play next to a
young kid and not have to worry about bad language or anything like that. It's not Skyrim, nor Witcher, but it's not meant to be..
This game works surprisingly well without ar VR kits, but I've tested it with an HTC Vive as well, and let me tell you; it really
brings an extra dimension to the game! (sorry). It is just a marvellous feeling to gaze upon this beautiful, vivid space and be
there. I am a space nerd and honestly would not need an actual game, I could just travel around space and be happy. There is a
game though! About an orc rebellion, and you are here to make sure it happens. You need to think levels through and most
likely you wont pass them all on the first try. I have not played the game through yet, but the beginning is promising. Don't miss
out on this if you have a VR kit!. what the in god damn did i just play. This is the only bad Total War game so there's that.. Do
you like coffee? Cheeseburgers? Candy? Soft drinks? If you answered "yes" to any of those questions, go right now & buy one
of those items instead of this! I do realize it's in \u2018early access,\u2019 but good lawd...it\u2019s terrible! Been 9 months in
EA, and all it still is at this point, is a mundane, micromanaging clicker with practically no sound, lack of information, and a
terrible UI. Better off to pass on this one steamers.... I followed a shady looking real estate salesman showing a suited client
prospective real estate from his hot air balloon. They looked at a nice little windmill on the coast (which the suit guy said he
couldn't afford) before looking at a nearby island where real estate guy suggests they build a theme park. That's when things
started to get weird. Before you know it real estate guy is claiming he's been able to control hot air balloons using his mind since
he was a baby and suit guy is talking about capturing a Kaiju penguin to exhibit in some sort of demented cartoon Jurassic Park
he plans to build!
  There are lots of these characters all doing their own thing in this island microcosm. You can move (fly) around the island
using the touchpad on a controller. When you near a character the speech bubble above his head becomes visible. It's passive,
you can't interact with the characters so it's not a game - more like being a spectator in a sort of freeform animated tv show. The
dialogue is eclectic but often amusing.

Cons:
-no sound effects.
-movement system needs some work. Can make turns in approx 45 degree increments but the screen blanks for a second whilst
you do so, which is annoying.
-would be great to be able to 'lock' onto a character and auto follow them. Sometimes dialogue gets blocked by other objects in
the scene.
- I'll never know if suit guy got to exhibit the giant Penguin!

  If you've got kids this would be great to use as a storytelling tool, maybe with voiceover from the adult watching the monitor as
the child follows the exploits of a character in VR. I enjoyed this far more than i expected even without kids. With clever
writing and more evolved engine this could be a really interesting branch of VR.

Rating 8\/10. I love beat'em ups and Bud Spencer movies, but this is not fun. I also love the art style, but...
Fights to easy and repetitive, no challenge there. But the real problem are the mini games. I stopped when I got to hot dog eating
contest. 3 minutes !!!! of some sort of rock-band game play.
Too bad.. Best game evah. This is a great little game, progression can be tricky... but you will always progress, even if you only
kill one guys each time.
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I bought this game a while ago , and one big plus is that the Devs are still super active.
Good buy
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I'm not usually a fan of Bind Of Isaac-style games, but I've been having a lot of fun with this one.. Better, but a little more
challenging than the original.. To be honest, I'm not a very big fan of mecha and space operas, but I couldn't miss this one,
because it's from Choice of Games.
In the end, I've spent 17 hours of my life trying to discover all the possible outcomes and underlying currents of the story line.
Only after getting all the achievements (and almost having a nervous breakdown while at it) I managed to get completely
satisfied.
If you like Choose Your Own Adventure, you shouldn't pass up this game. Take a break from impressive visual effects and
realistic graphics of modern games and let your imagination take you to the fantastic places!. Good game + great songs + great
prices = one of the best deals on steam.. This game crashes all the time.. God dammit, I got tricked and bought another
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 mobile game.

P.S. - \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you for using Miyazaki references to trick me.
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